Psychological Tests: M

Name: MACC (Motility, Affect, Cooperation and Communication) Behavioral Adjustment Scale, Revised ed.
Accession Number: 000676
Publisher/City: Western Psychological Services/Los Angeles, CA
Contents:
- 000676-A. Manual
- 000676-B. Directions for Rating and Scoring

Name: Maculaitis Assessment of Competencies (MAC II)
Accession Number: 000584
Publisher/City: Touchstone Applied Science Assoc./Brewster, NY
Date/Ed: 2002
Reviewed In: 10th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 180 (earlier ed.)
Contents:
- 000584-A. Test Preview
- 000584-B. User's Guide
- 000584-C. Interpreting MAC II Score Reports
- 000584-D. MAC II and the DRP
- 000584-E. MAC II Materials Order Form
- 000584-F. MAC II Scoring Order Form

Name: Malingering Probability Scale (MPS)
Accession Number: 000234
Publisher/City: Western Psychological Services/Los Angeles, CA
Date/Ed: 1998
Reviewed In: 14th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #216
Contents:
- 000234-A. Manual
- 000234-B. MPS Administration Card
- 000234-C. WPS Test Report, c. 1-2

Name: Management Coaching Relations
Accession Number: 001093
Publisher/City: Organizational Tests/Fredericton, NB, Canada
Date/Ed: 1970
Reviewed In: Eleventh Mental Measurement Yearbook, Review #215
Contents:

- 001093-A. Fact sheet
- 001093-B. Test

Name: Management Inventory on Leadership, Motivation and Decision Making
Accession Number: 000332
Publisher/City: Donald L. Kirkpatrick/Elm Grove, WI
Date/Ed: 1991
Reviewed In: 12th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #226
Contents:

- 000332-A. Instructor Manual
- 000332-B. Test
- 000332-C. Answer Book

Name: Management Inventory on Performance Appraisal and Coaching (MIPAC)
Accession Number: 000593
Publisher/City: Donald L. Kirkpatrick/Elm Grove, WI
Date/Ed: 2000
Contents:

- 000593-A. Instructor Manual
- 000593-B. Test

Name: Management Styles Inventory
Accession Number: 000077
Publisher/City: Teleometrics International, Inc./Woodlands, TX
Date: 1995
Reviewed In: Twelfth Mental Measurement Yearbook, Review #227
Contents:

- 000077-A. Management Styles Inventory

Name: Manager Style Appraisal
Accession Number: 000078
Publisher/City: Teleometrics/Woodlands, TX
Date: 1995
**Reviewed In:** Twelfth Mental Measurement Yearbook, Review #228

**Contents:**

- 000078-A. Manager Style Appraisal

---

**Name:** Manifestation of Symptomatology Scale (MOSS)

**Accession Number:** 000239

**Publisher/City:** Western Psychological Services/Los Angeles, CA

**Date/Ed:** 1999

**Reviewed in:** 15th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review # 143

**Contents:**

- 000239-A. Manual (includes Test)

---

**Name:** Manson Evaluation Manual

**Accession Number:** 000199

**Publisher/City:** Western Psychological Services/Los Angeles

**Date/Ed:** 1987/revised ed.

**Reviewed in:** Eleventh Mental Measurement Yearbook, Review #226

**Contents:**

- 000199-A. Manual (includes test)

---

Manson Evaluation - Revised ed. SEE: Western Personality Inventory (WPI)

---

**Name:** Marianne Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception, 3rd ed.

**Accession Number:** 000468

**Publisher/City:** Consulting Psychologists Press/Palo Alto, CA

**Date:** 1961-64

**Reviewed in:** 6th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 553

**Contents:**

- 000468-A. Administration and Scoring Manual
- 000468-B. 1963 standardization
- 000468-C. Developmental Test of Visual Perception
- 000468-D. Set of 11 Cards
Name: Marianne Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception, 3rd ed.
Accession Number: 000469
Publisher/City: Consulting Psychologists Press/Palo Alto, CA
Date: 1961-66
Reviewed in: 7th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 871
Contents:

- 000469-B. 1963 standardization
- 000469-C. Developmental Test of Visual Perception
- 000469-D. Set of 11 Cards

Name: Marital-Adjustment Test
Accession Number: 000196
Publisher/City: (Journal of) Marriage and Family Living
Date/Ed: August, 1959
Contents:


Name: Marital Adjustment Test
Accession Number: 000461
Publisher/City: Locke, H., & Wallace
Date: 1959
Contents:

- 000461-A. Marital Adjustment Test

Name: Marital Agendas Protocol
Accession Number: 000462
Publisher/City: Notarius, C. I., & Vanzetti, N. A.
Date: 1983
Contents:

- 000462-A. Marital Agendas Protocol
Name: Marital Alternatives Scale  
**Accession Number:** 000463  
**Publisher/City:** Udry, J.R.  
**Date:** 1981  
**Contents:**

- 000463-A. Marital Alternatives Scale  

________________________

Name: Marital ATTitudes Evaluation (MATE) Awareness Scale; sampler set  
**Accession Number:** 000314  
**Publisher/City:** Mind Garden/Redwood City, CA (formerly published by Consulting Psychologists Press)  
**Date/Ed:** 1989  
**Reviewed in:** Test Critiques, v. 8  
**Contents:**

- 000314-A. Manual, Test Booklet and Scoring Key

________________________

Name: Marital Communication Inventory  
**Accession Number:** 000464  
**Publisher/City:** Family Life Publications, Inc./Saluda, N.C  
**Date:** 1969  
**Reviewed In:** 9th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #651  
**Contents:**

- 000464-A. Counselor's Guide  
- 000464-B. A Marital Communication Inventory; Form M  
- 000464-C. Scoring Key  
- 000464-D. Mean and Standard Deviation Scores of the Marital Communication Inventory  
- 000464-E. A Marital Communication Inventory; Form F

________________________

Name: Marital Evaluation Checklist  
**Accession Number:** 001088  
**Publisher/City:** Psychological Assessment Resources (PAR)/Odessa, FL  
**Date/Ed:** 1984  
**Reviewed In:** Tenth Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #187  
**Contents:**

- 001088-A. Test

Name: Marital Instability Scale  
Accession Number: 000465  
Publisher/City: Booth, A., & Edwards, J.  
Date: 1983  
Contents:

• 000465-A. Marital Instability Scale  

Name: Marital-Prediction Test  
Accession Number: 000196  
Publisher/City: (Journal of) Marriage and Family Living  
Date/Ed: August, 1959  
Contents:


Name: Marital Satisfaction Inventory (MSI)  
Accession Number: 000707  
Publisher/City: Western Psychological Services/Los Angeles  
Date: 1979  
Reviewed In: 9th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #652; Test Critiques, v. 3  
Contents:

• 000707-A. Administration Booklet, c. 1-2.  
• 000707-B. Answer Sheet, c. 1-2  
• 000707-C. Profile Form, c. 1-2  
• 000707-D. Scoring Key, Global Distress  
• 000707-E. Scoring Key, Role Orientation  
• 000707-F. Scoring Key, Disagreement about Finances  
• 000707-G. Scoring Key, Family History of Distress  
• 000707-H. Scoring Key, Sexual Dissatisfaction  
• 000707-I. Scoring Key, Problem Solving Communication  
• 000707-J. Scoring Key, Dissatisfaction with Children  
• 000707-K. Scoring Key, Conventionalization  
• 000707-L. Scoring Key, Time Together  
• 000707-M. Scoring Key, Conflict over Childrearing
Name: Marital Satisfaction Inventory, Revised (MSI-R)  
Accession Number: 000431  
Publisher/City: Western Psychological Services/Los Angeles  
Date: 1991  
Reviewed in: 9th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #652; Test Critiques, v. 3 (earlier ed.); 14th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #219 (revised ed.)  
Contents:  
- 000431-B. 9th Mental Measurement Yearbook, Review #652  
- 000431-C. Test Critiques, v. 3  
- 000431-D. 14th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #219 (revised ed.)

Name: Marriage Adjustment Form  
Accession Number: 000467  
Publisher/City: Family Life Publications, Inc./Saluda, N.C.  
Date: 1939-61  
Reviewed in: 6th Mental Measurements Yearbook review # 681  
Contents:  
- 000467-A. Counselor's Guide  
- 000467-B. A Marriage Adjustment Form

Name: Marriage Counseling Report Form A  
Accession Number: 000470  
Publisher/City: Institute for Personality and Ability Testing/Champaign, IL  
Date: 1972  
Contents:  
- 000470-A. Manual for the 16PF  
- 000470-B. Marriage Counseling Report  
- 000470-C. Recent Developments with IPAT'S Marriage Counseling Report  
- 000470-D. Sample Score Result  
- 000470-E. 16PF Form A C.1-2  
- 000470-F. Answer Sheet C. 1-2
Name: Marriage Prediction Schedule  
Accession Number: 000400  
Publisher/City: Family Life Publications, Inc./Saluda, N.C.  
Date: 1939-61  
Reviewed in: 6th Mental Measurements Yearbook review #684  
Contents:
- 000400-A. Counselor's Guide  
- 000400-B. Test

Name: Marriage Role Expectation Survey  
Accession Number: 001176  
Publisher/City: Family Life Publications, Inc./Saluda, N.C.  
Date: 1963  
Reviewed In: 9th Mental Measurement Yearbook, Review #655  
Contents:
- 001176-A. Teacher's and Counselor's Guide  
- 001176-B. Form F  
- 001176-C. Form M  
- 001176-D. 9th Mental Measurement Yearbook, Review #655

Name: Marriage Scale  
Accession Number: 000471  
Publisher/City: Psychologists and Educators, Inc./Jacksonville, IL  
Date: 1971  
Contents:
- 000471-A. Manual  
- 000471-B. Marriage Scale  
- 000471-C. Sample of a Completed Report on a Marriage Scale  
- 000471-D. Table of Norms

Name: Marshalla Oral Sensorimotor Test (MOST)  LOCATED IN CABINET #6  
Accession Number: 000948  
Publisher/City: Super Duper Publications/Greenville SC  
Date: 2007  
Contents:
- 000948-A. Satchel to carry test  
- 000948-B. Examiner’s Manual  
- 000948-C. Stimulus Easel
Name: Martin S-D Inventory  
Accession Number: 000472  
Publisher/City: Psychologists & Educators Press/Jacksonville, IL  
Date: 1974  
Reviewed in: 8th Mental Measurements, review # 609  
Contents:

- 000472-A. Manual  
- 000472-B. Symptomatology and Evaluation of Depressed & Suicidal Patients  
- 000472-C. Martin S-D Inventory-Survey Questions  
- 000472-D. Martin S-D Positive Items  
- 000472-E. Martin S-D Negative Items

Name: Maryland Addictions Questionnaire (MAQ)  
Accession Number: 000435  
Publisher/City: Western Psychological Services/Los Angeles  
Date: 1997  
Reviewed in: 14th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #220  
Contents:

- 000435. 14th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #220

Name: Maryland Parent Attitude Survey (MPAS)  
Accession Number: 000647  
Publisher/City: Donald K. Pumroy, Univ. of MD. College of Education/College Park, MD  
Date: 1966
Reviewed in: Test Critiques, v. 7

Contents:

- 000647-A. Letter
- 000647-C. T-scores for the four MPAS scales
- 000647-D. Scoring keys
- 000647-E. Test

Name: Maternal Adjustment and Maternal Attitudes
Accession Number: 000527
Publisher/City: R. Kumar, K. M. Robson and A. M. R. Smith
Date: 1984

Contents:


Name: Maudsley Personality Inventory
Accession Number: 001177
Publisher/City: Educational and Industrial Testing Service/San Diego, CA
Date: 1962
Reviewed In: 6th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #138, 9th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #668; Test Critiques, v. 4

Contents:

- 001177-A. Maudsley Inventory
- 001177-B. Manual
- 001177-C. Stencil for Extraversion
- 001177-D. Stencil for Neuroticism
- 001177-E. 6th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #138

Name: McCarron-Dial Evaluation System
Accession Number: 001413
Publisher/City: McCarron-Dial Systems/Dallas, TX
Date: 1986
Reviewed In: Eleventh Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #231

Contents:

FOLDER # 1
• 001413-A. McCarron-Dial Evaluation Systems: a Systematic Approach to Vocational, Educational and Neuropsychological Assessment
• 001413-B. Observational Emotional Inventory
• 001413-C. Dial Behavior Rating Scale
• 001413-D. McCarron-Dial Individual Program Plan
• 001413-E. Sensory Integration: the Haptic Visual Process

FOLDER #2

• 001413-H. McCarron-Dial System - Individual Evaluation Profile
• 001413-I. Haptic Memory Matching Test Score Sheet

Name: Measure of Filial Anxiety Regarding Anticipated Care of Elderly Parents
Accession Number: 000371
Publisher/City: Victor G. Cicirelli
Date: 1988
Contents:


Name: Measurement of Objective Burden
Accession Number: 000485
Publisher/City: R. J. V. Montgomery, J. G. Gonyea and N. R. Hooyman
Date: 1985
Contents:


Name: Measuring Your Wellness
Accession Number: 000386
Publisher/City: H. Thomas Dobbs
Date: 1994
Contents:

Name: Medical Outcomes Study (MOS) Short-Form General Health Survey
Accession Number: 000369
Publisher/City: Anita L. Stewart, Ron D. Hays and John E. Ware, Jr.
Date: 1988
Contents:


Name: Meier Art Tests
Accession Number: 000477
Publisher/City: Bureau of Educational Research and Service/Iowa City, IA
Date: 1963
Reviewed in: Test Critiques, v. 2
Contents:

- 000477-A. II. Aesthetic Perception
- 000477-B. Preliminary Manual
- 000477-C. Record Sheet, Aesthetic Projection
- 000477-D. Temporary Key
- 000477-E. Record Sheet, Art Judgment, c. 1-3

Name: Memory for Designs Test
Accession Number: 000479
Publisher/City: Psychological Test Specialists/Missoula, MT
Date: 1975
Reviewed in: Test Critiques, v. 2
Contents:

- 000479-B. Memory-For-Designs; Norms & Scoring Ex.
- 000479-C. Advertisements from Psychological Test Specialists
- 000479-D. Plates
- 000479-E. "A Brief Note on the Relationship Between Two Psychomotor Tests" C. 1-2
- 000479-F. "Comparison of Two Tests of Brain Damage C. 1-2
- 000479-G. "Effect on Pre- & Post-Stress Upon Height of Drawings in a Perceptual-Motor Task C. 1-2
- 000479-I."Memory-for-Designs Performance of Brain-Damaged and Non-Damaged Psychiatric Patients" C. 1-2
- 000479-J. "Usefulness of the Memory-for-Designs Test in Assessing Mild Organic Complications in Psychiatric Patients" C.1-2
- 000479-K. "Memory-for-Designs Test: A Follow-Up Study" C1-2
- 000479-L. "Performance of Retarded Readers on the Memory-for-Designs Test" C.1-2
- 000479-M. Orientations Errors in the Memory-for-Designs Test: Tentative Findings and Recommendations" C.1-2
- 000479-N. "Memory-for-Designs Performance in the Seventh & Eighth Decades of Life" C1-2
- 000479-O. "Performance of Retardates on the Memory-for-Designs Test" C. 2
- 000479-P. "Reading Ability and Visual-Motor Function in Second Grade Children" C. 1-2

Name: Memory Functioning Questionnaire (MFQ)
Accession Number: 000487
Publisher/City: Michael J. Glewski and Elizabeth M. Zelinski
Date: 1988
Contents:


Name: Menopause Attitude Scale
Accession Number: 000450
Publisher/City: Cheryl Bowles
Date: 1988
Contents:


Name: Menstrual Distress Questionnaire (MDQ)
Accession Number: 000416
Publisher/City: Western Psychological Services/Los Angeles
Date: 1991
Reviewed In: Twelfth Mental Measurement Yearbook, Review #230
Contents:
• 000416-A. Manual; includes test forms C and T plus a form T transmittal sheet in the back of the manual.

Name: Metropolitan Achievement Tests; Intermediate, Fm. F  
Accession Number: 000478  
Publisher/City: Harcourt, Brace & Jovanovich, Inc./New York, NY  
Date: 1970  
Reviewed In: Twelfth Mental Measurement Yearbook, Review #232 (Complete Battery, 7th ed.); Test Critiques, v. 3  
Contents:

• 000478-A. Teacher's Handbook  
• 000478-B. Intermediate Level, Form F  
• 000478-C. Teacher's Directions, Forms F, G, & H  
• 000478-D. Answer Documents & Scoring Services

Name: Meyer-Kendall Assessment Survey (MKAS)  
Accession Number: 000198  
Publisher/City: Western Psychological Services/Los Angeles  
Date/Ed: 1991  
Reviewed In: Twelfth Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #234  
Contents:

• 000198-A. Manual (includes test)

Name: Michigan Alcoholism Screening Test (MAST)  
Accession Number: 000333  
Publisher/City: Melvin L. Selzer/American Journal of Psychiatry, June, 1971  
Date/Ed: 1971  
Reviewed In: 14th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #232  
Contents:


Name: Michigan English Language Assessment Battery (MELAB)  
Accession Number: 000763  
Publisher/City: Univ. of Michigan English Language Institute/Ann Arbor, MI  
Date: 1985-2003
Reviewed In: 14th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review # 233

Contents:

- 000763-B. Michigan Test Publications
- 000763-C. Test Publication Samples
- 000763-D. 14th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review # 233
- 000763-E. Information and Registration Bulletin, 2004-05

Mickey Murphy, Case of SEE: Case of Mickey Murphy

Name: Miller Analogies Test (MAT)
Accession Number: 001199
Publisher/City: Psychological Corporation/New York, NY
Date: 1952
Reviewed In: 5th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #352; Test Critiques, v. 4

Contents:

- 001199-A. Manual
- 001199-B. Supplement to the Manual
- 001199-C. Manual for Form G
- 001199-D. Supplementary Manual for Form H
- 001199-E. Percentile Rank Norms
- 001199-F. Norms
- 001199-G. List #9
- 001199-H. MAT Bulletin No. 2
- 001199-I. Supplementary Validity Data

Name: Millon Adolescent Clinical Inventory (MACI)
Accession Number: 000718
Publisher/City: NCS Assessments./Minneapolis, MN
Date: 1993
Reviewed In: 12th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 236

Contents:

- 000718-A. MACI Manual (Test questions are in Appendix A, pp. 65-68, “Item Content”)
- 000718-B. Overview

Name: Millon Adolescent Personality Inventory (MAPI)
Accession Number: 000505
Publisher/City: National Computer Systems, Inc./Minneapolis, MN
Date: 1982
Reviewed In: 9th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #707; Test Critiques, v. 4

Contents:

- 000505-A. MAPI Inventory
- 000505-B. Letter
- 000505-C. Test

Name: Millon Adolescent Personality Inventory (MAPI)
Accession Number: 000504
Publisher/City: National Computer Systems, Inc./Minneapolis, MN
Date: 1982
Reviewed In: 9th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #707; Test Critiques, v. 4

Contents:

- 000504-A. MAPI Inventory
- 000504-B. Letter
- 000504-C. Advertisement
- 000504-D. Test
- 000504-E. Composition of the MAPI Scales

Name: Millon Adolescent Personality Inventory (MAPI)
Accession Number: 000589
Publisher/City: National Computer Systems, Inc./Minneapolis, MN
Date: 1982
Reviewed In: 9th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #707; Test Critiques, v. 4

Contents:

- 000589-A. Manual
- 000589-B. Microtest Q Assessment System, c. 1-5

Name: Millon Behavioral Medicine Diagnostic (MBMD)
Accession Number: 000717
Publisher/City: NCS Assessments./Minneapolis, MN
Date: 2001
Reviewed In: 15th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 164

Contents:

- 000717-A. MBMD Manual (Test questions are in Appendix B, pp. 113-116, “Item Content”)
- 000717-B. Overview

Name: Millon Clinical Multiaxial Inventory-III (MCMI-III)
Accession Number: 001413
Publisher/City: National Computer Systems, Inc./Minneapolis, MN
Name: Millon Index of Personality Styles, Revised (MIPS Revised)
Accession Number: 000716
Publisher/City: Pearson Assessments./Minneapolis, MN
Date: 1994-2004
Reviewed In: 13th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 202
Contents:

- 000716-A. MIPS Revised Manual (Test questions are in Appendix A, pp. 113-130, “MIPS Revised Items and Weights by Scale”)
- 000716-B. Overview

Name: Mini-Hilson Personnel Profile/Success Quotient (Mini-HPP/SQ)
Accession Number: 000143
Publisher/City: Hilson Research, Inc./New York, NY
Date: 1991
Reviewed in: Hilson Personnel Profile/Success Quotient reviewed in 11th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 162; and, Test Critiques, v. 10
Contents:

- 000143-A. Test Book
- 000143-B. Interpretive Guide
- 000143-C. Sample Report
- 000143-D. Scale Descriptions

Name: Minimum Data Set for Nursing Facility Resident Assessment and Care Screening
Accession Number: 000364
Publisher/City: John N. Morris, Catherine Hawes, Brant E. Fries, Charles D. Phillips, Vincent Mor, Sidney Katz, Katharine Murphy, Margaret L. Drugovich and Alan S. Friedlob.
Date: 1990
Contents:


Name: Minnesota Clerical Test
Accession Number: 001202
Publisher/City: Psychological Corporation/New York, NY
Date: 1933-1959
Reviewed In: 3rd Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 627; Test Critiques, v. 7
Contents:

- 001202-A. Manual, 1959 revision
- 001202-B. Test Booklet; c. 1-2
- 001202-C. Scoring Key
- 001202-D. Manual, 1946 revision

Name: Minnesota Counseling Inventory
Accession Number: 001203
Publisher/City: Psychological Corporation/New York, NY
Date: 1953-1957
Reviewed in: 5th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 85
Contents:

- 001203-A. Manual (1957)
- 001203-B. Test Booklet; 3 copies
- 001203-C. Answer Sheet
- 001203-D. Profile Sheet
- 001203-E. True/False Answer Sheet
- 001203-F. Scale C Score Key
- 001203-G. Scale ES Score Key
- 001203-H. Scale FR Score Key
- 001203-I. Scale L Score Key
- 001203-J. Scale M Score Key
- 001203-K. Scale R Score Key
- 001203-L. Scale SR Score Key
- 001203-M. Scale V Score Key

Name: Minnesota Importance Questionnaire (MIQ)
Accession Number: 000798
Publisher/City: University of Minnesota/Minneapolis, MN
Minnesota Importance Questionnaire (MIQ)
Accession Number: 001442
Publisher/City: University of Minnesota/Minneapolis, MN
Date: 1981
Reviewed In: 11th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #243; Tests Critiques, vol. 2
Contents:

- 001442-A. Order Form, c. 1-2
- 001442-D. Minnesota Importance Questionnaire, 1975 Revision, ranked form
- 001442-F. Answer Sheet for 1967 Revision or 1975 Edition
- 001442-G. Answer Sheet for 1975 Revision
- 001442-H. 11th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #243

Minnesota Job Description Questionnaire (MJDQ)
Accession Number: 000804
Publisher/City: University of Minnesota/Minneapolis, MN
Date: 1967-68
Reviewed In: 8th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #1051; Tests Critiques, vol. 6
Contents:

- 000804-A. Description and Format
- 000804-C. Letter from Publisher
- 000804-D. Qualifications and Registration form
- 000804-E. Elements of Sound Testing Practice
- 000804-F. Questionnaire, Form S
- 000804-G. Questionnaire, Form E
Name: Minnesota Job Description Questionnaire (MJDQ)
Accession Number: 001443
Publisher/City: University of Minnesota/Minneapolis, MN
Date: 1967-68
Reviewed In: 8th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #1051; Tests Critiques, vol. 6
Contents:

- 001443-A. Order Form
- 001443-B. Minnesota Studies in Vocational Rehabilitation: 25; The Measurement of Occupational Reinforcer Patterns
- 001443-C. Minnesota Job Description Questionnaire, Form S, c. 1-2
- 001443-D. Minnesota Job Description Questionnaire, Form E
- 001443-E. Bibliography

Name: Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI)
Accession Number: 001204
Publisher/City: Psychological Corporation/New York, NY
Date: 1967
Reviewed In: 7th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 104; Test Critiques, v. 1
Contents:

- 001204-B. Test Booklet
- 001204-C. Normative Data of Scales
- 001204-E. Hankes Answer Sheet (Black)
- 001204-F. Hankes Answer Sheet (Blue)
- 001204-G. Answer Sheet
- 001204-H. Profile and Case Summary
- 001204-I. Answer Sheet

Name: Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI)
Accession Number: 000508
Publisher/City: The Psychological Corporation/New York, NY
Date: 1967
Reviewed In: 7th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 104; Test Critiques, v. 1
Contents:

- 000508-A. Manual
- 000508-B. Form R
- 000508-C. Answer Sheet NCS (blue) C.1-3
- 000508-D. Answer Sheet NCS (green)
- 000508-E. MMPI Price List of Materials
- 000508-F. Booklet for the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory
Name: Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI)
Accession Number: 000507
Publisher/City: The Psychological Corporation/New York, NY
Date: 1967
Reviewed In: 7th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review # 104
Test Critiques, v. 1
Contents:
- 000507-A. Manual
- 000507-B. Form R
- 000507-C. Answer Sheet

Name: Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI)
Accession Number: 000509
Publisher/City: Interpretive Scoring Systems/University of Minnesota
Date: 1970
Reviewed In: 7th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 105; Test Critiques, v. 1
Contents:
- 000509-A. Letter from National Computer Systems
- 000509-B. MMPI Answer Sheet Announcements
- 000509-C. Minnesota Report
- 000509-D. MMPI; User's Guide
- 000509-E. Group Form Test Booklet
- 000509-F. Answer Sheet

Name: Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory - 2 (MMPI-2)
Accession Number: 000586
Publisher/City: University of Minnesota Press/Minneapolis, MN
Date: 1989/2nd
Reviewed In: 11th Mental Measurements Yearbook, #244; Test Critiques, v. 10
Contents:
- 000586-A. Manual for Administration and Scoring
- 000586-B. Test Booklet, c. 1 - 3
- 000586-C. Answer Sheet, c. 1 - 3
- 000586-D. Profile for Basic Scales, c. 1 - 3
- 000586-E. Profile for Content Component Scales, c. 1 - 3
- 000586-F. Profile for Supplementary Scales, c. 1 - 3
- 000586-G. Profile for Content Scales, c. 1 - 3
- 000586-H. Basic Scales Answer Keys (Special Permission required for check out)
- 000586-I. Content Scales Answer Keys (Special Permission...
Name: Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-Adolescent (MMPI-A)
Accession Number: 000935
Publisher/City: University of Minnesota Press/Minneapolis, MN
Date: 1992
Reviewed In: Twelfth Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #238
Contents:

- 000935-A. Manual for Administration, Scoring and Interpretation
- 000935-B. Test Booklet, c. 1-3
- 000935-C. Answer Sheet, c. 1-3
- 000935-D. Profile for Basic Scales, c. 1-3
- 000935-E. Profile for Content and Supplementary Scales, c. 1-3
- 000935-F. Profile for Harris-Lingoes and Si Subscales, c. 1-3
- 000935-G. Basic Scales Answer Keys (Special Permission required for check out)
- 000935-H. Content/Supplementary Scales Answer Keys (Special Permission...)
- 000935-I. Harris-Lingoes Subscales Answer Keys (Special Permission...)
- 000935-J. Recording Grid, TRIN Scale, c. 1-3

Name: Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-Adolescent (MMPI-A)
Accession Number: 001412
Publisher/City: University of Minnesota Press/Minneapolis, MN
Date: 1992
Reviewed In: Twelfth Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #238
Contents:

- 001412-A. Manual for Administration, Scoring and Interpretation
- 001412-B. Test Booklet, c. 1-2
- 001412-C. Answer Sheet, c. 1-2
- 001412-D. Answer Sheet (For use with MICROTEST Assessment software, Arion II Teleprocessing Service or hand scoring)
- 001412-E. Profile for Basic Scales, c. 1-2
- 001412-F. Profile for Content and Supplementary Scales, c. 1-2
- 001412-G. Profile for Harris-Lingoes and Si Subscales, c. 1-3
- 001412-H. MICROTEST Assessment System User's Guide
- 001412-I. MICROTEST Assessment System: Getting Started
Name: Minnesota Rate of Manipulation Test  
**Accession Number:** 000513  
**Publisher/City:** American Guidance Service, Inc./Circle Pines, MN  
**Date:** 1969  
**Reviewed in:** 7th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 1046  
**Contents:**  
- 000513-B. Individual Record Form

Name: Minnesota Rate of Manipulation Test  
**Accession Number:** 000514  
**Publisher/City:** American Guidance Service, Inc./Circle Pines, MN  
**Date:** 1969  
**Reviewed in:** 7th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 1046  
**Contents:**  
- 000514-B. Individual Record Form

Name: Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ)  
**Accession Number:** 000815  
**Publisher/City:** University of Minnesota/Minneapolis, MN  
**Date:** 1967  
**Reviewed In:** 7th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #1064; Tests Critiques, vol. 5  
**Contents:**  
- 000815-A. Description and Format  
- 000815-B. Manual  
- 000815-C. Questionnaire, short form, 1977  
- 000815-D. Questionnaire, 1977  
- 000815-E. Questionnaire, 1967

Name: Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ)  
**Accession Number:** 001444  
**Publisher/City:** University of Minnesota/Minneapolis, MN  
**Date:** 1967  
**Reviewed In:** 7th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #1064; Tests Critiques, vol. 5  
**Contents:**  
- 001444-A. Order Form  
- 001444-B. Manual  
- 001444-C. Questionnaire, 1967 Revision  
- 001444-D. Questionnaire, Short-Form
• 0001444-E. Questionnaire
• 0001444-F. Bibliography

Name: Minnesota Satisfactoriness Scales (MSS)
Accession Number: 000806
Publisher/City: University of Minnesota/Minneapolis, MN
Date: 1970
Reviewed In: 8th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #1061; Tests Critiques, vol. 4
Contents:

• 000806-A. Description and Format
• 000806-B. Manual
• 000806-C. Test

Name: Minnesota Satisfactoriness Scales (MSS)
Accession Number: 001445
Publisher/City: University of Minnesota/Minneapolis, MN
Date: 1970
Reviewed In: 8th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #1061; Tests Critiques, vol. 4
Contents:

• 001445-A. Manual
• 001445-B. Minnesota Satisfactoriness Scales
• 001445-C. Bibliography

Name: Minnesota Spatial Relations Test, rev. ed.
Accession Number: 000517
Publisher/City: American Guidance Service/Circle Pines, MN
Date: 1979
Reviewed in: 9th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 723
Contents:

• 000517-A. Letter from American Guidance Service
• 000517-B. Record Form C.1-10
• 000517-C. Manual
• 000517-D. Interim Examiner's Manual, June, 1976

Name: Minnesota Vocational Interest Inventory
Accession Number: 001186
Publisher/City: Psychological Corporation/New York, NY
Date: 1965
**Reviewed in:** 7th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 1026

**Contents:**

- 001186-A. Manual
- 001186-B. Test Booklet
- 001186-C. Answer Booklet
- 001186-D. Answer Sheet

---

**Name:** MLA Cooperative Foreign Language Test; Form LA-Italian  
**Accession Number:** 000522  
**Publisher/City:** Educational Testing Service/Princeton, NJ  
**Date:** 1964  
**Contents:**

- 000522-A. Listening & Speaking Forms LA and MA
- 000522-B. Directions for Administering and Scoring
- 000522-C. Italian Test Form LA C. 2
- 000522-D. Italian Reading & Writing-Level L, H.S., Traditional
- 000522-E. Hand Scoring Key Form LA

---

**Name:** MLA Cooperative Foreign Language Tests-Spanish  
**Accession Number:** 000526  
**Publisher/City:** Educational Testing Service, Inc./Princeton, NJ  
**Date:** 1964  
**Reviewed in:** 7th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 322  
**Contents:**

- 000526-A. Listening & Speaking Spanish; Form LA & MA
- 000526-B. Directions for Administering and Scoring
- 000526-C. Spanish Form LA C.1-2
- 000526-D. Spanish Reading and Writing, Level L: High School, Traditional C.1-2
- 000526-F. Hand Scoring Key

---

**Name:** Mobility Inventory for Agoraphobia (MI)  
**Accession Number:** 000510  
**Publisher/City:** Dianne L. Chambless, G. Craig Caputo, Susan E. Jasin, Edward J. Gracely and Christine Williams  
**Date:** 1985  
**Contents:**

- 000510-A. "Mobility Inventory for Agoraphobia", by Dianne L. Chambless...et al.  
Name: Modified Alpha Examination; Form 9  
**Accession Number:** 001215  
**Publisher/City:** Psychological Corporation/New York, NY  
**Date:** 1941  
**Reviewed in:** 1938 Mental Measurements, review # 1039 (Army Alpha Examination) and 1040 (Army Group Examination, Alpha)  
**Contents:**

- 001215-A. Manual  
- 001215-B. Test Booklet  
- 001215-C. Answer Sheet  
- 001215-D. Scoring Key

---

Name: Mood Thermometers  
**Accession Number:** 000380  
**Publisher/City:** Bruce W. Tuckman  
**Date:** 1988  
**Contents:**


---

Name: Mooney Problem Check List; Form A, Adult  
**Accession Number:** 001221  
**Publisher/City:** Psychological Corp./New York, NY  
**Date:** 1950/rev.  
**Reviewed In:** 4th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 73; Test Critiques, v. 2  
**Contents:**

- 001221-A. Manual  
- 001221-B. Test, 1950 revisions

---

Name: Mooney Problem Check List, Form A, Adult  
**Accession Number:** 000533  
**Publisher/City:** Psychological Corp./New York, NY  
**Date:** 1950/rev.  
**Reviewed In:** 4th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 73; Test Critiques, v. 2  
**Contents:**

- 000533-A. Test, c. 1-2  
- 000533-B. Manual, Adult form, c.1-2
Name: Mooney Problem Check List; Form C, College  
**Accession Number:** 001220  
**Publisher/City:** Psychological Corp./New York, NY  
**Date:** 1950/rev.  
**Reviewed In:** 4th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 73; Test Critiques, v. 2  
**Contents:**  
- 001220-A. Manual, 1950 revisions  
- 001220-B. Test, 1950 revisions

Name: Mooney Problem Check List; Form H, High School  
**Accession Number:** 001219  
**Publisher/City:** Psychological Corp./New York, NY  
**Date:** 1950 revisions  
**Reviewed In:** 4th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 73; Test Critiques, v. 2  
**Contents:**  
- 001219-A. Test, 1950 revision  
- 001219-B. Manual, 1950 revisions

Name: Mooney Problem Check List, Form J, Jr. High School  
**Accession Number:** 001218  
**Publisher/City:** Psychological Corp./New York, NY  
**Date:** 1950/rev  
**Reviewed In:** 4th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 73; Test Critiques, v. 2  
**Contents:**  
- 001218-A. Test, 1950 revision  
- 001218-B. Manual, 1950 revisions

Name: Mother-Child Relationship Evaluation  
**Accession Number:** 001224  
**Publisher/City:** Western Psychological Corporation/Los Angeles, CA  
**Date:** 1961  
**Reviewed In:** 6th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 146; Test Critiques, v. 4  
**Contents:**  
- 001224-A. Manual  
- 001224-B. Evaluation Booklet; c. 1-6
Name: Motivated Skills Card Sort  
*Accession Number:* 000917  
*Publisher/City:* Career Research and Testing, Inc/San Jose, CA  
*Date:* 1981-1994  
*Reviewed In:* 13th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review # 204  
*Contents:*  
- 000917-A. Pack of cards (Motivated Skills)  
- 000917-B. Business card, Richard L. Knowlton, Career Research and Testing, Inc.  
- 000917-C. Advertisement  
- 000,917-D. 13th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #204  
- 000917-E. Knowdell Motivated Skills Worksheet

---

Name: Motivation Analysis Test (MAT)  
*Accession Number:* 001225  
*Publisher/City:* Institute for Personality and Ability Testing/Champaign, IL  
*Date:* 1964-1975  
*Reviewed In:* 7th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review # 110; Test Critiques, v. 6; 12th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #244  
*Contents:*  
- 001225-A. Handbook  
- 001225-B. Test Booklet, 1975 Edition  
- 001225-C. Test Booklet, 1964 Edition  
- 001225-D. Preliminary Report  
- 001225-E. Example to Illustrate Scoring Procedures  
- 001225-F. Dynamic Structure Profile  
- 001225-G. Answer Sheet  
- 001225-H. Key for Answer Sheet: Unintegrated Motivation-U. 1  
- 001225-I. Key for Answer Sheet: Unintegrated Motivation-U. 2  
- 001225-J. Key for Answer Sheet: Integrated Motivation-I. 1  
- 001225-K. Key for Answer Sheet: Integrated Motivation-I. 2  
- 001225-L. 12th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #244

---

Name: Motives, Values, Preferences Inventory  
*Accession Number:* 000060  
*Publisher/City:* Hogan Assessment Systems/Tulsa, OK  
*Date:* 1996  
*Reviewed In:* 14th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #240  
*Contents:*  
- 000060-A. Motive, Values, Preferences Inventory Manual  
- 000060-B. Motives, Values, Preferences Inventory Test Booklet
Name: Motor-Free Visual Perception Test – Third ed. (MVPT-3)
Accession Number: 001453
Publisher/City: Academic Therapy Publications/Novato, CA
Date: 2003
Reviewed In: 16th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #152
Contents:

- 001453-A. Manual
- 001453-B. Test Plates
- 001453-C. MVPT-3 Record Form
- 001453-D. 16th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #152

Name: Multidimensional Addictions and Personality Profile (MAPP)
Accession Number: 000241
Publisher/City: Diagnostic Counseling Services/Kokomo, IN
Date/Ed: 1988-1996
Reviewed In: 14th Mental Measurement Yearbook, Review #245
Contents:

- 000241-A. Manual (includes test)
- 000241-B. Order form

Name: Multidimensional Anger Inventory
Accession Number: 000496
Publisher/City: Judith M. Siegel
Date/Ed: 1985
Contents:


Name: Multidimensional Description of Child Personality
Accession Number: 000177
Publisher/City: Western Psychological Services/Los Angeles, CA
Date: 1990
Contents:
• 000177-A. Manual (Includes test)

Name: Multidimensional Measure of Children's Perceptions of Control  
Accession Number: 000473  
Publisher/City: James P. Connell  
Date: 1985  
Contents:


Name: Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire, Third ed., Manual and Sampler Set  
Accession Number: 000725  
Publisher/City: Mind Garden, Inc./Menlo Park, CA  
Date: 2004/3rd  
Contents:

• 000725-A. Manual (Includes test)  
• 000725-C. 14th Mental Measurement Yearbook, Review #248  (Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire for Research, 1985-1995)

Name: Multiple Affect Adjective Check List (MAACL-R)  
Accession Number: 000858  
Publisher/City: EDITS/Educational and Industrial Testing Service/San Diego  
Date: 1960-99  
Reviewed In: Tenth Mental Measurement Yearbook, Review #205; Test Critiques, v. 4; 16th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review # 154 (Revised ed.)  
Contents:

• 000858-A. Manual  
• 000858-B. State/Today Form  
• 000858-C. Affect Chart for MAACL-Today Form  
• 000858-D. Revised State Form  
• 000858-E. Revised Trait Form  
• 000858-F. Trait/in General Form  
• 000858-G. 16th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review # 154 (Revised ed.)
Name: Multiscore Depression Inventory (MDI)  
Accession Number: 000176  
Publisher/City: Western Psychological Services/Los Angeles, CA  
Date: 1986  
Reviewed In: Eleventh Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #251  
Contents:

- 000176-A. Manual (Includes test)  
- 000176-B. Computer Services for the Multiscore Depression Inventory

Name: Multiscore Depression Inventory (MDI)  
Accession Number: 000427  
Publisher/City: Western Psychological Services/Los Angeles  
Date: 1986  
Reviewed In: Eleventh Mental Measurement Yearbook, Review #251  
Contents:

- 000427-A. Manual (includes test).  
- 000427-B. Computer Services for the Multiscore Depression Inventory (MDI)

Name: Multiscore Depression Inventory for Children  
Accession Number: 000975  
Publisher/City: Western Psychological Services/Los Angeles, CA  
Date: 1996  
Reviewed In: 14th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review # 250  
Contents:

- 000975-A. Manual (includes test)  
- 000975-B. 14th Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review # 250

Name: Musical Aptitude Profile  
Accession Number: 000560  
Publisher/City: Houghton Mifflin Company/Boston, MA  
Date: 1965  
Reviewed In: 7th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 249 (1965 ed.); Twelfth Mental Measurement Yearbook, Review #251 (1988 revision)  
Contents:

- 000560-A. Musical Aptitude Profile Folder  
- 000560-B. Musical Talent Profile  
- 000560-C. Scoring Service
Name: Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
Accession Number: 000562
Publisher/City: Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc./Palo Alto, CA
Date: 1976/2nd ed.
Reviewed In: Tenth Mental Measurements Yearbook, Review #206; Test Critiques, v. 1
Contents:

- 000562-A. Introduction to Type
- 000562-B. Form F, c. 1, c. 2
- 000562-C. Bulletin for Price List
- 000562-D. Answer Sheet
- 000562-E. Scoring key

Name: Myers-Briggs Type Indicator; Level: Adult; Form F
Accession Number: 000561
Publisher/City: Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc./Palo Alto, CA
Date: 1976/2nd Ed.
Reviewed In: 10th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #206; Test Critiques, v. 1
Contents:

- 000561-A. Introduction to Type
- 000561-B. Form F, c. 1, c. 2
- 000561-C. Bulletin for Price List
- 000561-D. Answer Sheet
- 000561-E. Scoring key

Name: Myers-Briggs Type Indicator; Self-Scorable Form M (MBTI)
Accession Number: 001410
Publisher/City: Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc./Palo Alto, CA
Date: 1998/3rd ed.
Reviewed In: 14th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review #251
Contents:

- 001410-A. MBTI Manual
- 001410-B. Form M
- 001410-C. Introduction to Type
- 001410-D. Introduction to Type in Organizations
Name: My Worst Experience Scale (MWES)
Accession Number: 001380
Publisher/City: Western Psychological Sciences/ Los Angeles, CA
Date: 2002
Reviewed In: 16th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 158
Contents:

- 001380-A. Manual
- 001380-B. My Worst Experience Scale – SATS, c.1-3
- 001380-C. My Worst Experience Scale – AutoScore Form, c.1-3
- 001380-D. Blue Packing Sheet
- 001380-E. 16th Mental Measurements Yearbook, review # 158